KORINTHIAKOS BAY PLATINUM CRUISE – 4 DAYS – 250 nautical miles

The Korinthiakos Bay is a long, deep bay located to the West-Northwest of Athens and separates
Peloponnese from the Greek mainland. A 3.5-mile navigable, artificial canal (the Korinthos canal) is cut
deep across the neck of land that connects the Attica and the Peloponnese, and allows sea access from
the Saronic Bay to the Korinthiakos bay.
There are many bays leading deep inland, small islands along the coast of the mainland (the North side
of the bay) and many picturesque towns and villages, many of these of historical significance, all at the
foot of the tall, imposing mainland mountains.
The Korinthiakos bay is a very deep sea, with depths reaching over 850 meters in many places. There are
lots of schools of dolphins that many times have followed and played with our boats.
You will be doing sightseeing, swimming, kayaking, riding the yacht’s tender to explore small islands and
bays, while relaxing and enjoying the local cuisine either on board or at local taverns.
Our private cruises are totally flexible, and the crew will be happy to modify the suggested routing, even
when enroute, to accommodate the wishes of our guests.
You will enjoy snacks, and meals when cruising or when anchored at a secluded bay, while in the
evening, you can relax at the aft deck or on the flybridge watching the sunset and later the night sky
enjoying your drink or your cigar.

This is the recommended route for the Korinthiakos Bay Platinum Cruise:

The departure is from the conveniently located Glyfada’s 3rd Marina, easily accessible from any place of
Athens. We recommend a 09:00 departure time to make the most of our day.
After departing Glyfada, we will cruise along the southwest Attica coast, affording a view of the Athens
and Piraeus coastline, and then along the south coast of the island of Salamina.
Alternately, If desired and after special arrangements, we could cruise on the north side of the island of
Salamina through the narrow passage between Attica and the island, where the famous ancinet sea
Battle of Salamina took place. This will take us into the interesting bay of Elefsis, where the ship lovers
will see and photograph numerous large commercial ships moored there.
Salamina

After passing the island of Salamina, we will cross the Megara Bay and shortly after it we will arrive to
our first stopping point, Isthmia: the east entrance of the Korinth canal. We will dock in front of the
Canal Control Center, long enough to strech our legs, have a coffe while the Skipper takes care of the
formalities with the Canal Control, and wait for other boats to assemble, waiting for the submersible
bridge to be lowered into the water to clear the path, so we can all begin the passage of the canal.

After we exit the Canal leaving behing us the village and small port of Poseidonia, we will soon reach the
lagoon of Vouliagmeni at the North shore of the entrance of the Korinthiakos bay.
If you wish, we can drop anchor outside the very narrow channel that leads into the lagoon, and use the
yacht’s tender to enter the lagoon and explore it

Departing the Vouliagmeni lagoon, our route will take us to the North crossing the bay of Psatha and
then towards the West, along the intricate, mainland coast, with the towering imposing, mountains and
we will cruise towards the bay of Antikira.

Towards the bay of Antikira

Bays Potami and Valtos

We can stop at any place it catches your eye, provided the depth and sea state allow safe anchoring. We
recommend we anchor at the beaches of Potami or Valtos. When there, you can swim, and have a lunch
at the taverns nearby. As we leave the area, and after rounding the cape called Makria Mallia, we will
set course to the beautiful, historical town of Galaxidi, where we can spend the night depending on the
cruise progress, and our guests wishes.

You may stroll on the old town streets and enjoy the local ambience. Later in the evening there will be
an ample opportunity to dine at a local tavern and have a late evening drink at a local bar or on board
the yacht.
Departing Galaxidi we set course towards the small, pretty, island of Trizonia, which has a small marina,
with all the amenities. We will cruise along the intricate coast of the mainland with its sheer cliffs, bays
and beaches. You can decide where to stop to admire the landscape, enjoy the sea and have lunch.

Trizonia island:

After Trizonia, we continue towards the town of Nafpaktos, a small but picturesque place surrounded by
green hills and a long beach for swimming and sunbathing.

Nafpaktos

We will moor in the small port of the town with its medieval fortification wall, berth space permitting.

You can walk the town streets, or the long beach, where you can swim and enjoy the sun.
In the next part of our trip we will reach the Westmost part of our cruise which will be the Rio-Antirio,
1.8 mile long, suspension bridge, one of the largest in the world of this type, with its unique
architectural features, necessary as it is founded in very deep waters, and has to withstand large wind
and water forces as well as the frequent earthquakes of the area.

We will cruise along it, crossing the Korinthiakos bay heading South, towards the North coast of
Peloponnese.

Then we will continue east for our return trip, along the Peloponnese shores passing in front of
mountains that reach the edge of the sea, and see the waterfront towns of Aigio, Diakopto, Aigira (with
the submerged ruins of the ancient town), and Xilokastron with its famous waterfront pine tree grove,
nice beach bars and a multitude of restaurants and taverns.

We can stop at Xilokastron and you can use the tender to reach the organized beaches and bars for a
refreshment and a swim in the deep-blue and clear waters.
Xilokastron waterfront and pine grove

moonrise over the beach

Departing Xilokastron, we begin our return trip to our marina in Glyfada, crossing again the Corinth
Canal concluding our trip after a few hours of cruising the waters of the Korinthiakos and Saronic bays.

